
The Infinite Wealth Generation Protocol



Introduction
Most retail investors cannot afford to risk investing large portions of their savings in high risk, high growth potential crypto
startups. Low-risk participation frameworks are necessary to enable global retail investors to participate in venture capital funding
of high risk startups. By providing an opportunity to everyday people to safely grow their own capital, we aim to improve the
quality of millions of lives while simultaneously enabling a new funding source to innovation worldwide. It is essential to build a
suite of services to attract high-quality startups to join the ecosystem and be incubated and accelerated in a decentralized, safe,
and autonomous environment.

Worthpad is creating an incubation and acceleration platform that provides solutions to the problems early-stage ventures face
including fundraising. We are creating investment structures that make participation safe for retail investors. Our intent is to
create a single platform that offers retail investors an early stage exposure to crypto startups that are working on the future of
everything from finance and insurance to healthcare and transportation. Though early stage ventures will always carry high risk,
the framework with which the platform will conduct the fundraise will enable varying levels of downside protection to retail
investors.

Worthpad has been designed with an automated liquidity generation smart contract that will give $WORTH holders an opportunity
to earn tokens of IDOs being launched on the Worthpad platform by staking $WORTH. This minimises the risk of the retail
investors and gives them a huge upside potential. They earn these new tokens passively without risking their capital. All the heavy
lifting is done by the Worthpad ecosystem. 



Problems
Retail investors face multiple problems while investing in
high risk crypto startups with exceptional growth
potential.

Retail investors have a very limited knowledge
about technology and investment risk
management.

Limited Knowledge
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2 Retails investors' participation in individual
IDOs is a very high risk endeavour.

High Risk

Retail investors have no framework to hold
project owners accountable for rug-pulls,
scams or negligence after fund raise.

Zero Accountability



Solutions
Worthpad provides a safe investment ecosystem with

unlimited earning potential to $WORTH holders. 

Worthpad will do all the heavy lifting for
investors. Investors will enjoy the benefits of a
professionally run VC fund by passively
investing in $WORTH. 

Professionally Run VC Fund
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2 Each project that launches through Worth IDO
Launchpad will contribute to Worth Insurance
Treasury to provide financial protection against
potential project failure.

Worth Insurance Treasury

Funds raised by projects by IDOs on the
Worthpad platform will be released to the
project teams on completion of milestones.
This will ensure that funds are not misused
and project teams complete the projects.

Milestone Based Funding



Problems
Crypto startups also have unique challenges to achieve
high growth and deliver on their vision. 

Most startup projects have almost nil or a very
limited access to investment capital. 

Limited Access to Investment
Capital1
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2 Most startup teams have very limited
marketing know how and expertise.

Limited Marketing Expertise

Most early stage startup teams have very
limited community building skills.

Limited Community Building
Skills



Solutions
Worthpad empowers high growth potential crypto

projects with the ability to raise liquidity in a fair manner.

Worthpad will provide crypto startups and
projects an inexpensive way to reach investors
for raising funds.

Investment Capital
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2 Worth platform will provide marketing
expertise to projects that launch through
Worth Incubator and Accelerator.

Marketing Expertise

Worthpad empowers high growth potential
crypto projects by building dedicated
communities behind them. Community
support is one of the key growth driver needed
for exceptional growth of any stratup.

Dedicated Communities



Problems
There are major problems at the ecosystem level as well.

It's very difficult for investors to move assets
between different blockchains.

Lack of Interoperability1
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2 Smart contract vulnerability is one of the
biggest source of loss of investors' funds.

Vulnerability of Smart Contracts

Malicious actors cheat investors by draining
liquidity of LPs or disappear after raising funds.  

Scams and Liquidity Drain



Solutions
Worth SCF smart contracts will be designed to safeguard
LPs from popular exploits such as flash loan attacks and

oracle price manipulation attacks.

Worthpad will build cross chain bridges to
ensure interoperability of multi-chain assets.

Cross Chain Bridges1
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2 Worth Smart Contract Foundry (Worth SCF) will
comprise of a collection of audited, open-
source smart contracts.  

Worth Smart Contract Foundry

The projects created on Worthpad platform will
be safe from rug pulls and scams. Funds raised
by IDOs will be locked in secure liquidity pools
and project teams will not be able to drain
liquidity from the liquidity pools. 

Secure Liquidity Pools



Why Worthpad?

Worthpad gives investors an opportunity
to generate unlimited wealth by buying
and staking $WORTH Tokens

Unlimited Wealth
Generation

Worthpad is solving biggest challenges
faced by crypto investors and crypto
entrepreneurs. The project is using the
best DeFi technologies to build an
invaluable ecosystem

Exceptional Growth
Potential

Worthpad has been built to protect
investors' confidence and funds. We
believe that we will have a positive
impact on lives of millions of retail
investors who want to invest in early
stage crypto startups.

Safe and Secure



Audience
Retail investors who want to build an unlimited
passive income stream and crypto enthusiasts who
want to invest in exceptional projects at an early
stage.

Worthpad will provide a low-
risk participation framework
to global retail investors to
participate in venture capital
funding of high risk crypto
startups.

Retail Investors

Worthpad will provide crypto
enthusiasts an early stage
exposure to crypto startups
that are working on the future
of everything from finance
and insurance to healthcare
and transportation.

Crypto Enthusiasts



$1.5T
Total Crypto
Marketcap 

$80B
Total Defi 
Marketcap 

$0.6B
Total IDO Launchpad

Marketcap

Market Size



Ecosystem
$WORTH Token
$WORTH is a reflection utility token that will act as the fuel for
powering all the transactions in the Worthpad ecosystem. $WORTH
automates liquidity acquisition for the Liquidity Pool and the Worth
DVC Fund. This is funded by a 10% tax taken on each and every
transaction. $WORTH will act as an infinite wealth generation machine
for $WORTH holders. 

Worth DVC Fund
Worth DVC Fund provides an opportunity to everyday people to safely
grow their own capital. It brings the capabilities of traditional venture
capital to $WORTH holders. Worth DVC Fund will use the pooled
reflection fee to invest in IDO projects selected for incubation and
acceleration on the Worthpad platform. Worth DVC Fund will make all
the investments through the Worth IDO Launchpad. 



Ecosystem
Worth IDO Launchpad
Worth IDO Launchpad will distribute the tokens received from IDO
projects that are incubated and accelerated on the Worthpad IDO
Launchpad to investors who stake $WORTH. Worth IDO Launchpad
will also collaborate with other launchpad platforms and invest
money in disruptive projects being listed on those platforms. These
tokens will also be distributed to investors who stake $WORTH.

Worth Smart Contract Foundry
Worth Smart Contract Foundry is the heart of the Worthpad
ecosystem. It will enable secure, audited, quick and easy deployment
of token launch smart contracts configured from a drag and drop
interface. The code used for developing foundry smart contracts will
be open source, battle tested and audited to ensure no exploits can
be used by malicious actors to steal the investor funds. 



Ecosystem
Worth DEX
Worth DEX is a next-generation decentralized exchange being built on
the Ethereum and Binance blockchains. It is designed to deliver all the
advantages of a distributed platform, plus a user-friendly interface
and liquidity that’s comparable to centralized exchanges. Worth DEX
is also building a DEX aggregator to give traders the best-adjusted
price, a simple way to buy and sell assets at the best price possible
across all DEX liquidity sources.

Worth Insurance Treasury
Each project that uses Worth IDO Launchpad to raise capital will have
to buy and lock $WORTH in the Insurance Treasury to protect
investors against potential project failure. Worth Insurance Treasury
is the most critical risk management feature of the Worthpad
platform to safeguard $WORTH investors' interests. Our Insurance
treasury has been established to protect investors of projects that fail
as a result of team negligence. 



The Business Model
10% tax on each transaction will provide infinite automatic liquidity
to Worth DVC Fund and the Liquidity Pool.

 $WORTH Token Worth DVC Fund Worth IDO
Launchpad

World's first reflection utility token.
$WORTH stakers will be rewarded
automatically in form of tokens
from IDO projects that will be
incubated and accelerated on the
Worth IDO Launchpad.

Unlimited wealth generation
machine for $WORTH stakers.
Investors will enjoy the benefits of
a professionally run VC fund and
get an opportunity to earn
unlimited rewards till they
continue to stake $WORTH.

Magnet to attract the best crypto
projects looking for early stage
funding, marketing expertise and
community building. Project teams
will be provided with every
resource required to make the
project a success story. 



Fund Raise
We're looking to raise $7,000,000 from Presale and Public Sale of $WORTH tokens.

Amount

$7M

Use of Sale Proceeds

Investments
50%

Marketing
15%

Development
15%

Operations
10%

Exchange Listing
10%

Presale

Q4, 2021
Public Sale

Q4, 2021



Contact Us Email: partnerships@worthpad.io

Website: www.worthpad.io


